
 
 

1. DAN 

 

Georg Prinz (VGT Austria) – It's okay to be weird! 

He is a volunteer. 

They don't choose target animals to work for by numbers (chickens!) but by politics, what is 

achievable. 

Different kinds of exploitations of animals support each other, if you want to go further at one, 

work on a second. 

Who are anti-vegans? Not meat eaters, no Carnism Vienna fb group       Hunters? Tens of 

thousands of members in fb groups … Severe backlash, lawsuits etc. when they had anti-

hunting campaigns. Hunters in Austria are excluded from animal welfare laws! But: you cannot 

import/export hunting activities (you may ban fur farms in a country but then they could import 

it – if you ban hunting, well, hunters have to leave the country to do it, makes it harder for 

them). 

Good graph: effort-ethical consideration (slika) 

 



There are 500 horses in Vienna for carriages, 10 years campaigning, they used info stalls, social 

media, not asking for ban but for heat threshold (nad določeno temperature konji ne smejo biti 

na ulici, zaradi takšnega pravila bi bankrotirali, ne zahtevajo izrecno prepovedi, ampak učinek 

bo isti). 

 

Włodzimierz Gogłoza (Anima International) - What is the EU Common Agricultural 

Policy and why you should CARE? 

agricultural land: 175 mio hectares in Europe, 9 mio people employed 

CAP is approved for 7 yrs period. It makes for 38% of EU budget!!! (2014-2020=365 mrd €) 

(10x more money than for migration) 

Coupled production: linked to number of products put on market 

decoupled: linked to amount of land you own (90% of all payments fall into this category!) 

 
6,5 mio farms get benefits (out of 10 mio in EU) 

more money from subsidies than from selling products!!!! in ALL EU countries, Slovenia in 

the top 

you can check receivers at farmsubsidy.org 

CAP is feeding the growth of factory farming … less and less farms, increasing in size and 

intensity (more animals per m2) 

you get CAP if: 

-you comply with 3 (out of many) Directives, if not only warning 

-enforcement is lacking 

-but cross compliance does not apply for farmers in the small farmer's scheme (=če ne dobiš 

več kot 1200 € ti ni treba tem pravilom slediti, v Romuniji je to 80 % kmetij, na Poljskem 55, 

Slovenija samo 3.2???, Italija 53,2%, MT 90,4%, DE 10%) 

next CAP period in 2021, now trialogue, rpedlog iz 2018: zmanjšanje plačil nad 60k, nič nad 

100k + member states must offer ''eco-schemes'' to support farmers in going beyond mandatory 

requirements ---complicated, beyond his lecture 



His modest proposals: (best = no CAP      ) 

 
 

Generally, he would say corporate outreach is better (more immediate effect) than law 

enforcement, but CAP is so big and lasts long (7yrs) that it makes sense working on it 

 

To do right now (because next CAP is almost done): sign petitions, although some are rather 

(too) optimistic… 

 

Elisa Aaltola (University of Turku, Finland) – Animal love: The moral risks and benefits 

of living other animals 

meat paradox: more and more animal lovers and more and more meat eaten, 6th mass extinction 

does talking about animal love increase suffering of nonhuman animals?  

 

1. Biological love – love to produce and bring up offspring (social cohesion); romantic plus 

parent-child relations, problem: void of further meaning of love and self-directedness (we 

want to feel good); applied to animal love: cute animals, resembling human infancy vs. 

difficult, unfamiliar, dangerous or those who harm human interests (difficult dogs, vermin, 

wolves, farmed pigs, hens etc.)=egoistic animal love: cute cat videos … love of animals 

only when it suits human purposes. Disregard for unlovable animals may appear: irrelevant 

(why care?) and justified (just pigs) →irony: ''animal love'' allows one to believe in ones 

concern for other animals whist taking part in exploitation of others 

!test of love: can we love those who are difficult or distant and who even diminish our 

wellbeing? 

 

2. The quality view of love Plato: primitive love seeks sensual happiness, more cultivated 

love focuses on what lies beyond (the universal beauty, truth or ''the good'' manifested in all 

beings, love as a universal, transcendental state) 

the 19th century Nature transcendentalists (Henri Thoreau, Ralph Emerson etc): love of nature 

focused on transcending the ordinary and seeing beyond, made possible by ''wilderness 

experiences'', the beauty and truth of nature 



Universal animal love? Universal qualities shared by animals: vulnerability, subjectivity, 

mindedness, the beauty and truth manifested in each creature → eradicating boundaries, dogs, 

pikes and pigs all equally worthy of love. The need for ''animal experiences''?  

 

3. The bestowal view – love as the act of naming another as unique (Irving, Singer, Harry 

Frankfurt), not about acknowledging value but rather bestowing value on another → love 

as a gift 

With animals: brings morality into picture, problem: bias on the basis of familiarity (if all is 

unique, nobody is unique) 

 

4. The relational view – love as a result of the relationship we have with others (we have 

common past and construct plans for the future), an act of becoming ''we'' (changing with 

and in relation to another), Bernard Williams: the drowning wife example (catastrophe in a 

boat, wife and stranger in water, who do we rescue? Wife has special value because of past, 

more worthy = special duties towards others) 

!!!! the relevance of stories, cultural stories on love influence our experiences of love 

(Martha Nussbaum), individualistic cultures very different narratives on love than communal 

cultures!! 

 

Relational animal love? Common to pets, absent to farmed animals; relationality should be 

emphasized more, our common evolutionary histories, shared abilities and needs, and joint 

futures, especially important in the era of climate change and mass extinctions 

Problem: cultural stories of animal love are rare, Disney etc. anthropomorphic stories and 

stories on love toward pets are frequent, but the rest?? we need more stories that emphasise 

realistic animal love and the ''we'' between humans and other animals (no Bambis in real life!!) 

 

5. the attention view - Simone Weil and Iris Murdoch: love as attention to the reality of the 

other; instead of projecting our own desires / cultural presumptions (slika)… which is a 

matter of training (eradicating selfish desires, ''unselfing'', learning to pay focus on details 

without looking for a way to benefit from the other 

Weil: not to try to interpret them, but to look at them until the light suddenly 

dawns (=emptying our minds, just enjoying the presence of the other being) 

 
Attentive animal love (slika) 



 
not think of any benefit – not even our pleasure from the presence 

!paying attention to animals outside use-value / use-categories (even avoiding terms such as 

pets and farmed animals) 

 

Kirsty Henderson (Anima international, marketing + Assiéttes Végétales) – True grit: 

How this four-letter word will help you become a better activist 

Director of communications: talk to others (in/out of organization) plus teach talking others 

Grit=courage, bravery, toughness, spirit, resilience 

grit is not a talent 

Angela Duckworth: Grit=passion (focused on a subject for a long time) + perseverance (stick 

with your passion even in tough times) 

Don't internalize feelings of helplessness (shy sometimes --> to shy more and more; if you don't 

change anything, nothing will change) 

Examples of helplessness: sending a press release, no one prints the story, activist feedback 

(someone tells you they don't like your campaigning methods – reflect on your methods, not 

get whiny), campaign target refuses to give in, even after 6 months (think outside the box or 

ask for help, don't give up), engage volunteers 

The culture of grit: take risks, not afraid of making mistakes, question your managers 

2 ways to get more grit: on your own or (easier) to use conformity – fit in with others who are 

gritty 

Our own gritt: slika 

 
mental health: have fun, laugh, meditation, gratitude practice 



About burnout: hard to define, depressed, cannot continue, but not: when tired, a need for 

holiday  

 

When you feel you cannot continue, contact her: kh@anima.dk 

 

Dobrosława Gogłoza (CEO Anima international, founder Otwarte klatki) – Investing in 

people, the best way to make organizations successful 

When they started, she thought most important is to learn about factory farming, fundraising, 

organization, all the facts… now she thinks the hardest and most important part is to effectively 

deal with people 

People make organizations successful 

Why people join/stay: 

• trust – access to challenges, can ask anything about campaigns (had a backlash in 2013, 

person working for fur farmers infiltrated, filmed all conversations for 3 months then 

spilled out heavily edited) 

o Schneider: the question to ask when you look at security is not whether this 

makes us safer, but whether it's worth the trade-off (are you willing to treat 

everyone like a spy-in-disguise or trust and share info? She chose the latter. You 

get more ideas, share ideas, movement grows. Trust gives people ownership, 

they become more responsible.) 

• transparency 

• learning from mistakes – encourage trying new things to work on, not afraid to looking 

stupid, enables you to be innovative 

• challenging leadership status 

• thinking long-term: training people and building capacities of the movement in general 

because animal rights movement is relatively new, in some places in the world even 

non-existent 

Push junior employees/volunteers to interviews, giving lectures etc. so that they learn as much 

as possible 

We start investing in people when they join the organization (quite basic). Internal webinars, 

push people to go to conferences like this, organize trainings for local groups, have reading lists 

about animal rights activism, slack group to share info, a lot of peer pressure to educate yourself 

       

We constantly push them to take on more responsibility and to coordinate projects – what, 

when, who. If you want to start doing something, you will have a lot of requests. They don't 

want a lot of volunteers leafleting, but less doing A LOT, quality things (like writing press 

releases). Work usually starts locally, have two local coordinators, give you the opportunity to 

stand out when choosing national coordinators (and then they get hired). 

A lot of work organized in teams. Have people get more engaged, feel like a community, have 

in-person contact.  

National coordinators work with local coordinators (can't know just about everyone). 

We expect responsibility. If somebody does not deliver, we ask them to leave (point out it is 

probably not a good time in their life, we will appreciate if they ever decide to come back). We 

only want to keep the active ones. Creates peer pressure to engage. If you don't have that, people 

will think: ‘Ah, we are not serious about it anyway.’ 

mailto:kh@anima.dk


We know that leadership comes in many forms. Decide on a leader in 15 minutes from a group: 

usually an extroverted guy – and you would choose wrong. Effective group leaders usually keep 

themselves in the back so they can see better what is going on in the group. 

We give employees agency. Give them rough job descriptions, make sure they know where 

organization is right now, then they make their own plans for work – develops people to become 

leaders. Quote from John Doerr, book Measure what matters (stop, shut up, close your eyes and 

look at your goal, then go for it). Give them a lot of freedom to decide for themselves, use their 

wisdom and knowledge, let them be themselves. 

 
 

Jan Sorgenfrei (Anima international, director of campaigns, cofounder) – Surprise! The 

power of innovation 

inventing from an individual perspective, role innovation in a movement, new challenge in 

Anima International 

1 A great idea is a moment of brilliance that happens to a single individual – is not true for all! 

Idea out of the blue=Eureka moment 

Process of a good idea: 

1. identify challenge 

2. immerse yourself in the subject (read books, research papers, podcasts, YT, take 

courses, write in a notebook, handwrite charts, make pro/con lists, movies, talk! 

brainstorm!) 

3. nurture your ''deep mind'' – Priming your unconscious brain (all senses in) 

the 5/95 brain 

conscious brain controls: willpower, short term memory, logical and critical thinking 

unconscious brain controls: beliefs, emotions, habits, values, protective reactions, imagination, 

intuition, long term memory 

Leave your mind to wander – distract yourself, preoccupy body 

!after that write down, record, have immediate access to means (notebook on your night stand). 

Write, even if it's not a perfect idea. If you don't they're gone… (ideas) 

A great idea is a new network of neurons firing in sync with each other the way that they have 

never done before. 

Copy and combine. Don't be afraid to take ideas. Original when you connect old ideas into 

something new. 



Think outside the box, enlist other people outside your sector (like PR sector) 

Maybe existing ideas already work as well. (like pressure campaigns) 

''I used to think … but now I know.'' let your beliefs about something, say tactics, change 

 

2 THE INNOVATIVE MOVEMENT 

Everything is a result of change. Evolutionary escalation of investigations (like species 

evolution) 

industry communication strategies tree: 

1. victim card (we are the victims, activists stealing our animals) 

2. rotten apple card (this farm is an exception, elsewhere everything is okay, response: 

they filmed the so called best farms ) 

3. fake news (so you have hidden cameras, they are in a video, can’t deny it) 

4. strategic lawsuits (only to spend time and money of animal rights organizations, don't 

care if they win or lose) 

5. social engineering (activists get employed in slaughterhouses for years on end, film 

tomorrow) 

Need to adapt! Flexible and open organizations. Plus specialization in specific strategy, 

different species of organizations (soc engineering, investigations, communication etc.) 

The bar is getting higher … need to master much more to be successful 

 

Evolution in strategy: CORPORATE OUTREACH 

Think outside the jar – not afraid of spending money, it’s weakness now … Dream bigger.  

Open eye approach: share risky and expensive ideas with high potential, look for problems in 

those ideas and then fix them. 

 
 

3 CASE STUDY 2018 DAIRY INDUSTRY DENMARK (clean, simple, polite) 

Why dairy cows? Different strategies for cage eggs and broilers, never investigated, under 

reported in media, generous donor, overconfident industry, delusional public, lack of public 

knowledge about standard practices, plus sandbox for new ideas 

Investigation challenges: threat of strategic ongoing lawsuits, personal risks, media under 

pressure from farm lobby, hard to control the core message in media, risk of focus shift to the 

extreme /rotten apples, image problem from doing investigations 

Why investigations in the first place? … 



Public challenge campaigns: a simple question, Can we film the standard practices in dairy 

industry? (first 48 h of calf, killing of male new-borns, last 24h of a dairy cow) AND Will you 

publicly engage in conversation with anima?  

Dare if you do, dare if you don't – dairy industry loses either way! 

 
Components: study topic, made public opinion study (YouGov did it on their behalf about 

Danish knowledge on dairy industry)! 

As Arla (the milk producer), what would you do? They said they just sell, don’t produce milk. 

Anima went to phase 2, putting out ads in newspapers to give 7.000 € for videos of farming 

practices (tempting to many small farmers!) 

Producers saw they were losing control, now they (Anima) could test their hypothesis that 

something like that cannot be showed nicely – which Arla tried to show 

Anima didn’t show footage, just made people imagine it (low budget showing)! 

 
steal, copy, adapt, improve this idea! 

be critical of your ideas, can be biased when it's yours 

 

 



2. DAN 

 

Melanie Joy – The psychology of power 

nova knjiga Powerarchy 

Why people who care about each other hurt each other? 

Michael Singer: Untethered soul (knjiga) – your inner roommate, always saying bad stuff to 

you 

Is it easy or challenging to be your ''better self'', to feel empowered? – in a certain relationship 

 
Humans and animals are hard-wired for connection and empathy 

 
!!Healthy relational behaviours are fundamental to the wellbeing of individuals and societies 

What is getting in the way of us relating? 

Relational paradox, we make relationships harder for us 

Golden rule: treat others as you would like to be treated – see it break all the time (towards 

people and animals) 

While researching for Phd (that later became her book → Why we eat pigs …) found the 

mentality that drives oppression (which is institutional) and abuse (on an individual level) 

Oppression is a relational phenomenon, it reflects and reinforces relational dysfunction 

Unless we change the way we relate, we won't end oppression. Driven by belief in hierarchy of 

moral worth (Gandhi and Natives: Sept. 26, 1896 “Ours is one continual struggle against a 

degradation sought to be inflicted upon us by the Europeans, who desire to degrade us to the 

level of the raw Kaffir whose occupation is hunting, and whose sole ambition is to collect a 



certain number of cattle to buy a wife with and, then, pass his life in indolence and nakedness.” 

NOTE-The term kaffir is considered a racial slur used in reference to black South African 

natives.) 

When so many individuals have the same belief, that means it’s very likely the product of a 

widespread belief system. (like speciesism, machoism) 

powerarchy= we learn to derive our sense of power and worth from having more than others, 

from wielding power over others 

Putting the other person down to feel more powerful yourself. Creates (unjust) power 

imbalances (just imbalance: parent-child), like human-animal, man-woman.  

Most of us want to avoid it, to keep it alive we need defence mechanisms to prevent us from 

seeing it or, if we do see it, to change it. Example: myths (eating meat is normal, natural and 

necessary; heterosexual supremacy) and privileges (heterosexuals have the privilege to get 

married, having privilege to eat meat) 

Powerarchy as the centre of a wheel (that have many spikes), meta-system. Exists on social 

level, inter-personal and intra-personal (these are relational dimensions) 

Some forms of oppression stem from broader systems (patriarchy: sexism, genderism, 

heterosexism; racism: anti-Semitism; some intersect, like woman of colour) 

Powerarchy as an entity, a being in your mind: wants to keep itself alive with your help: needs 

to find a morally inferior ''other'', make up social justification why this person doesn’t earn the 

same respect as we. The justification du jour: ''we're morally outraged'' 

! Hierarchy of moral worth is a myth! We are nothing more or less than our experiences (?) 

Powerarchy is contagious – if we use violence to fight violence we'll end up with more of the 

same. 

If you use power over other, you disrespect them: they will get defensive and use power over 

you and/or others as well. 

People automatically act and think powerarchically when they have power (when you are a 

boss, white talking to black), you feel entitled you can act powerarchically. 

The solution? Relational literacy! Understanding of and ability to relate effectively. We learn 

from parents, society, Hollywood, deeply relational dysfunctional world … We all have 

immerse capacity to build relationality 

NEW BOOK: Getting relationships right: How to build resilience and thrive in life, love and 

work!! January 2020 

Build self-awareness (notice contempt=judgement, being morally higher and shame=morally 

inferior; develop your inner observer – set an alarm a few times a day, pause: what am I 

thinking, what do I need right now? be compassionate) 

Learn effective communication- Is what is being communicated true? Is it kind? IF NO don’t 

communicate. Communication is the primary way we relate 

→ veganadvocacy.org!!! for resources 

Mindfulness! = true opposite of powerarchy. It's a state and simple most important thing to 

learn in life. headspace.com (plus app) 

powerarchy.org 

 

Kristina Mering (president Nähtamatud Loomad, part of Anima international, Estonia) 

– Is there any hope left? Positivity and animal rights 

Today’s talk: negativity overload, sustainability in AR (animal rights) work, strategy for 

winning our case 



Some people genuinely positive, thriving when seeing results of their work, others feel doomed. 

Why the gap? Is focusing on the positive something that really grows inside of us or just a 

facade? 

Subject of our work is animal suffering. But you feel you have the best job in the world, helping 

animals. How to bring those two together? Coping with negativity, not being too sensitive about 

seeing suffering. 

What to do when you know your work is important but you feel hopeless? Work with your 

anger, discovering pragmatism, effective campaigning.  

Concepts on how to deal with negativity and stress: (your approach is the key) 

-stoicism: you can't change the circumstances but you can change your attitude       control your 

reactions 

-Viktor Frankl: A man’s search for meaning (book), Nazi concentration camp, logo therapy, 

those better read, having wider look over world were able to survive 

-maybe we don't have to share negative things (complaining…) because it makes people around 

us negative as well 

-Marcus Aurelius: ''If its endurable, then endure it. Stop complaining.'' Social change takes 

time…  

book: The daily stoic, Ryan Holiday and The obstacle is the way 

''Locus of control'' theory: internal locus of control vs. external (I can control what happens to 

me vs. I am mostly influenced by external events) things change, but you always have yourself 

 examples: slika  

 
Being confident gets better results and helps you stay on a positive track more easily.  You will 

take on challenges with possibly bigger results. Being unnecessarily modest hurts the cause!  

Some stress is good for performance, helping to stay focused and thrive for better results.  

Balanced look at life: there are positives and negatives. Seeing the mixture of both. In all areas 

of life … Not too negative, not too positive… 

Books: Olivia Fox Cabane: The charisma myth (dealing with stress) 



Nicky Hayes – Understand psychology (knowing why we are the way we are, know your 

weaknesses to be more resilient) 

!!!!!!! most important book for her (sleep 8 hours, noot 6!!) = Matthew Walker – Why we sleep 

 

kristina.mering@nahtamatudloomad.ee 

 

David Pedersen (ProVeg senior strategist) – The vegan movement: Too many freaks and 

too few circuses? 

Breaking taboos about heroes and mental illness 

Vegan superpowers? Vegetarians more depression, anxiety, stress ... What comes first? 

Veganism or depression? 

Omnivores split into meat, pescatarian and vegetarian diet for a trial period. The later reported 

less stress, anxiety etc. 

Andrew Solomon (book!): ''If you banish the dragons, you banish the heroes.'' 

Rosenberg: Anyone who has experienced loss has more compassion towards those who also 

had loss. 

A healthy psyche: A tale of norms and normies … 

Technical innovations curve → ethical innovations curve (innovators=vegans) 

 

 
There is always more to learn.  

A favour to ask: compassion towards others in the movement. 

Another favour to ask: compassion towards meat eaters. 

What if the true test of compassion is not how we treat suffering most in society, but those 

causing the most suffering in society? 

 

 

mailto:kristina.mering@nahtamatudloomad.ee


Nelson when leaving prison 

 
empathy is not agreeing with, just understanding compassionately 

 
First you have to understand, then be understood 

Metta Bhavana Exercise – loving kindness meditation: May he be loving, peaceful, liberated 

… (našla o tem: https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/loving-kindness-meditation) 

Reading on non-violent communication! 

 
two wolves inside: ego, hatred vs. compassion. Feed the one you want to survive 

 

Jamie Harris (think tank Sentience institute) – What can animal advocates learn from 

history of past social movements and technologies? 

long term future: How to expand moral compassion circle? 

GB: 1791 300-500k people boycotting west Indian sugar, slave trade abolished 16 years later, 

they were handing out leaflets – is that the effective thing? should we do the same? no, a 

misleading lesson 

https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/loving-kindness-meditation


300-500k was only about 4-6% people in GB, buuut those were almost half of the consumers!! 

they had a lot of buyers’ power. More targeted boycott than veganism (not products of other 

slave work, just sugar), women participation as consumers (in other areas they didn’t have 

power), it was a short-lived campaign. Boycott wasn’t the only method used. 

(see website for many articles https://www.sentienceinstitute.org/) 

Risks of using historical evidence:  

-easy to incorrectly infer causation (A+B=C) 

-we can pick evidence that suits the point we want to make 

-random error? hundreds social movements, some might just be lucky 

-historians rarely agree with each other, e.g. French Revolution (emphasis on Marxism, growth 

of middle class, criticism: other emphasize financial factors, business), WWI (Germany to 

blame or many factors and all nations) 

Can we rely on existing systematic research?  

– weak comparability (Chenoweth, Stephen– Why civil resistance works?) 

-misleading inclusion criteria (Gamson – The strategy of social protest; maybe 80% of the 

groups didn’t even make it into the study) 

-it's just rare (those research) 

Solutions? 

-focus on the most comparable case studies (ally-based movements! rights for someone else 

than yourself, environmental movement, anti-abortion, but not civil rights movement) 

-try to evaluate counterfactuals (Rachel Carson – what if she didn’t exist and wrote that book 

http://www.rachelcarson.org/SilentSpring.aspx) 

-accept that we have low confidence in judgement of causation 

-look for correlations 

How tractable is changing the course of history? Can we actually do anything? Yes (Gamson 

research/book), but it's really hard …  

look for influential writers and public advocates!! David Attenborough, Peter Singer, Rachel 

Carson) 

sometimes long term, sometimes short-term changes due to luck 

look up: Summary of evidence for foundational questions in effective animal advocacy! 

social movement lessons from the US anti-abortion movement provides evidence that: 

 -encouraging legal change without popular support can provide momentum to a social 

movement’s opponents – you can get backlash!! 

 -legislation and direct action may be effective at reducing the supply of target services 

(harder access) 

 -close alignment with political groups may be tractable, but risks longer-term 

stagnation!  

 

Consistent picture from multiple movements? Focus on changing individuals or institutions? 

 -British anti-slavery: targeted boycott, political focus overall 

 -free produce movement in America – generalized boycott of all products made by 

slaves, didn't catch on, hard to do, low impact 

 -anti-abortion – targeted boycott on entire companies (we don't boycott all 

supermarkets, they did – boycott companies in the health sector, it worked) therefore 

institutional change works 

 -anti-GMO – EU regulation, they pressed on countries already against it to build 

pressure on EU level (worked) 

https://www.sentienceinstitute.org/
http://www.rachelcarson.org/SilentSpring.aspx


 -environmentalism – recycling impressive reach, small proportion of problem! Moral 

licencing problem – you feel you have done enough already, don't focus on bigger problems! 

 == institutional change is better!! 

Backfire effect: you give evidence of your point (why we should do something); people go 

against it (away from it) 

Moral outrage:  

 
Leafleting no effect by an evaluation study, maybe even a little negative 

iAnimal – some effect but really expensive 

People are more supportive of institutional change than individual (almost half American 

support ban on slaughterhouses!! but only 2% vegan …) 

new research coming out on their website        

Thinking about concerns increases concerns! Media picks worst case scenarios 

No one source of evidence is good enough: 

 intuition isn’t good enough – cognitive biases,  

 experiments are limited, hard to measure long-term or indirect outcomes (research 

suggests leafleting doesn’t work, but people say it changed them) 

 history one type of evidence 

 it's important we use all available evidence 

 

jamie@sentienceinstitute.org 

moral licensing=you feel licenced to do something less moral /immoral because you have done 

something good already, indirect effect, opposite of moral consistency 

What can we as individuals do for institutional change? Ask people at Open Cages :D 

 

Alexa Gnauck (International coordinator for ProVeg schooling program) - Early 

intervention network: Strategies on engaging with and empowering the next generation 

Children have a strong moral compass.  

There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root. Henry 

David Thoreau 

similar to an oil spill …  plug the oil source 

How? Humane education (HE)+ creating a veg-friendly environment (for children to grow up 

to) 

HE=education that nurtures compassion and respect for all living beings 

Creating a veg-friendly environment at schools: program Delicious food for all 

Mission: ensuring daily nutritious pb options in major public institutions in multiple countries. 

Vision:  plant-based is the default option at school 

They cook with children and adolescents – super happy to get out of the classroom (think movie 

days      ), plus a little lecture 

Work with caterers, information events at their headquarters 



Beyond individual level: campaigns School plates and with Sodexo action week with vegan 

meals, they helped Sodexo make vegan recipes 

Strategy: including various stakeholder (caterer, politicians, lobbies – German nutrition society, 

pupils + teachers, parents), adapting your intentions (taste, lower costs) 

Biggest successes:  

 UN award – Momentum for change, for planetary health 

 Harvard case study made on them 

 Sodexo one-week campaign later went into 20-month cooperation with consulting on 

pb meals 

 

Why schools? 

School lunches have big potential to create change. Impact perception of an overall pb lifestyle. 

Make for 3.3 mio meals a year in Germany alone (one person eats 1.095 meals a year, one 

school with 100 pupils in one year is 3700 meals per year if only one day a week is vegan) 

The power of institutions:  impact estimated x337 times! (just higher okay      ) 

    equal effort = one conversation with decision maker 

    various approaches (health, cost, taste etc.) 

 

Early action network (before named it: early intervention network, has a negative ring to it 

…) 

=global network/alliance/coalition 

''members'' are early action practitioners (working with children in any way) 

aim is to support and professionalise 

 

Thesis basis: identify opportunities, help develop and coordinate projects, grow public and 

financial support, motivate organizations to get active 

Who is a part of the network? all organizations, individuals, groups interested in sharing their 

resources, improving their activities, starting their own outreach project 

Anybody can be a member, partners are a working group, more active 

Core elements: access to data bank (resources, information, best practices, contacts, research), 

platform for exchange and consultation, funding (linked to grants program) 

Their services: guidelines, best-practices across various areas, assistance with strategy 

development, individual mentorship etc. 

 
To get to a school: all about networking, you can get to a school via a parent for example 

 

 



Sharon Nuñez Gough (Animal Equality – president and co-founder) – A history of Animal 

Equality solidarity and lessons learnt 

2006 start, civil disobedience, 2007 first open rescue … growth 2012 to Europe, India 

90 employees  

2010 172 pig farms investigated between 2008 to 2010, brought journalists to farms, visited 

farms awarded by the industry (then journalists wrote their own articles) 

 
press charges towards farms when you see animal abuse, great media coverage! 

work with other departments: to influence companies, change legislation 

have a welfare ask with each release, when you show video ask what you want for animals, you 

will get calls from farms 

Did drone filming of religious sacrifice in Nepal (70% less mammals killed after that in 2014) 

analyse water close to farms 

they had many arrests … UK prison time, inability to work for their organizations 

 
after release from prison tried to get as much press release as possible, footage out, conference 

etc. when case closed, judge said they were doing public good, footage that public had to see 

EFFECTIVE ALTRUISM 

book Tobias Leenaert – How to create a vegan world 

they did research on impact of their leafleting – positive effect 

following effective altruism principles, they focused on farmed animals (before also on zoos, 

circuses etc.), where animals suffer most from humans (they suffer more in the wild) 



 
Strategies(!): 

 
book Atomic habits! James Cleer (that people behave in the way that environment promotes) 

institutional campaigns are traceable, can see results (law passes/not for example) 

important to build reputation, have strategy plan (objective goals), be legally protected, stable 

development 

the future? investing in corporate and legislative change 

What keeps her going? Animals in farms, having victims present must keep us focused and 

resilient. Plus movement building, sharing experiences.  

 

Jakub Stencel (Head of development Otwarte klatki and Anima International) - Politics 

within the AR movement 

Why politics emerge:  

 -people are good beings 

 -also, people are not good beings 

Important to understand that we are influenced by many factors including other people (co-

workers!) 

Motivator (egocentrism): status/fame, always to some degree 



TedTalk about status & knowledge! 

In-group favouritism: less likely to hang out with other groups and even harm them 

we are conformist 

empathy limitations – hard to be motivated by numbers (of animals saved), although it is more 

rational (to work for millions that one dog) 

We are: opportunistic, ambitious, competitive, loud … and we want the best 

What can we do? provide good examples as a movement, establish good examples as a group 

(get people in strategic thinking, not only to do the simplest tasks), honest discussions on how 

incentives may influence our work as a movement and figure out the best influences. Support 

good competition, but not rules breaking. Reward questioning of norms and leaders, invest in 

open debate culture and psychological safety. Stop thinking about yourself being irreplaceable, 

work to be replaceable. More transparency (at least within the movement). Question yourself; 

if you want to start a fight, start one with yourself. Meet others, talk. 

 

Gabriele Vatkieviciute (Open cages) – How to thrive in any situation 

James Stockdale – book, survivor of Vietnam war 

stoicism for thriving, less stress 

3 teachings: 

1. Some things are up to us and some are not. (up to us what to focus on, just do what you 

need to do). Talking to a politician: not focus on persuading them, but on your talking, 

do your best. 

2. It is not the things that upset us, it’s our judgement about things. We react on our opinion 

(if we all have the same opinion, then that is never challenged). Nothing external can 

harm you. Only harm to your character is important. Good and bad are only your 

reactions. It can impede your will only if you allow it. We choose if and how we react. 

3. Premeditation of evil. If you think of all possibilities and your reactions then nothing 

will surprise you, you will always be prepared. 

Advice: 

1. study stoicists (Markus Aurelius, Epictetus, Seneca or modern ones), books: How to 

think like a Roman emperor (Robertson), How to be a stoic (Pigliucci), The practising 

stoic (Farusworth) 

2. reflect on your day each evening, you can only change something if you notice it. Ask 

yourself: what did I do well today? What did I do badly? What can I do differently next 

time? 

3. stop complaining. You can endure anything you chose to. Aurelius. By complaining 

you make yourself weaker. 

 
Complaining is not the same as talking about problems = search for solutions! 

 

 



Tobias Leenaert (CEVA, ProVeg international) 

had a burnout three years ago, he is not a leader, he doesn’t have the certainty or ability to fake 

certainty for it (but he was in a position of a leader at the time), he can’t give clear directions 

overconfident? some doubt is always good 

we can be more convincing if we are not 100 % confident about what we are saying 

He changed his opinion, before he thought that: 

1. we have a clear view of things: don’t jump from one mind box to the other, be open 

minded --- we are much more biased than we thing 

2. it all depends on us (heavy burden): no, there are also environmentalists, health 

conscious, business --- we are one (important) part of ending animal suffering 

3. it’s all about personal change (that’s hard and vegans are not making it easier!) --- 

personal change is very hard without institutional change 

4. veganism is the answer --- we’re focusing to much on veganism alone 

5. animal rights is what matters (welfare vs. rights), recognise that welfare reforms as good 

--- wellbeing of animals is important too 

6. it’s about fighting our own wrongs (clean our own mess) --- we should care about wild 

animal welfare too 

7. no form of domestication is ever okay --- live in symbiosis and mutual respect? (we 

need to remain near animals ) 

8. I shouldn’t care about money --- money is a key to change 

9. it will take centuries --- we may live to see it  

 

But we should also not doubt too much! It takes time and it costs money. 

 

What I know for sure: 

1. what we’re doing 

2. most people can find enough compassion for change 

 

Cristina Rodrigo (Country manager ProVeg Spain) - The power of plant-based food on 

Instagram and lifestyle media (and how to use it) 

4 reasons Instagram has influence: 

1. leads to young audience 

2. it’s controversial 

3. social network as  

4. makes vegan food look good 

 The Economist: The world in 2019 – The year of vegan       

Learnings: 

- Use the power of plant-based foods (anything related, not just meals) 

- creating quality content 

- target the young (learn what they like, how they talk etc.) 

Influencers support! 

Use infographics 



 
Spend money if you have it 

Likes will be removed from IG! Then you will only know about comments so engage. 

new: TikTalk – 4th most used social media account 

! Lifestyle media is the old-fashioned Instagram (loves talking about food). 

They asked a chef to make a menu for one day and then got it into a magazine. 

Having experts is crucial (dietitian + nutritionist), go to magazines with them (later they will 

know who to call with questions – you) 

Engaging with journalists – week with meat challenge, their nutritionist made meal plans 

No magic formula for success. 

 

cristina.rodrigo@proveg.com 

 

David Coman-Hidy (The humane league) - The Long Road to Animal Rights 

 

 
Why welfare? Read a blog post on their website by Hannah Yates 

Personal change can be overnight, but institutional no. 

To animals, suffering matters, and any improvements therefore too! 

Journey of incremental change 

Do what you can now, then prepare for the next fight. 



When thinking of strategies have long-term view in mind. Training and investment in small 

organizations is essential.  

! Institutional change is the priority! (afterwards legal) 

Personal change is important, but at the end of the day, this is a political movement. 

Pragmatism before ideology. 

Think for yourself what would be effective, criticize 

Charismatic leaders with a single most convenient solution = probably bull-shit 

Imagine being in a cage when you are outraged – you don’t care who wins the argument but 

how you feel.  

Take risks but be rational about what is possible. 

Imposter syndrome: that everybody else has something you don’t, a quality, that you will never 

catch up. You will. ---> We all always feel like that. Like frauds. To overcome: remember that 

everybody feels the same.  

 

 

Vabljeni na CARE 2020. 

 

 

 


